. Cells contained 1 ± 1 (mean ± std) cluster larger than the 30 nm resolution limit. Clusters smaller than 30 nm likely represent localizations from individual antibodies trapped non-specifically in the nucleus. f-h. Histograms show the distribution of the number of STORM localizations for the indicated target found in each cluster. The data are normalized by the total number of localizations. Individual dyes blink an average of 10 times, so total localizations should not be equated with molecule counts. f. Ph localizations in S2 cells. g. FLAG localization in cells expressing Ph-WT. h. FLAG localizations in cells expressing Ph-ML. i,j. Scatter plots showing the relationship between counts per cluster and cluster diameter for Ph clusters detected using anti-Ph antibody in S2 (h) or anti-FLAG antibody in Ph-WT cells. Note that the total counts are higher for clusters of the same diameter when anti-FLAG is used in place of anti-Ph. This could reflect differences in antibody binding efficiency and/or small differences in dye labeling of the secondary antibodies. Image shows lanes from a colloidal blue stained SDS-PAGE gel of complexes purified from nuclear extracts of S2 cell lines expressing Ph-WT or Ph-ML. Complexes were purified with a two-step affinity purification protocol (anti-FLAG followed by streptavidin to capture the biotinylated BLRP tag). Note that the complexes used for glycerol gradient analysis ( Fig. 2 ) were purified only with anti-FLAG. b. The identity of the core PRC1 subunits was confirmed by mass spectrometry. Su(Z)2 is a homologue of PSC 24 . We also identified SCM, a SAM containing PcG protein that associates at low levels with PRC1 via interactions with Ph SAM. SCM is reduced in Ph-ML purifications, as expected 25, 26 . c. PRC1 with Ph-WT, Ph-ML, or Ph-delta SAM were reconstituted in Sf9 cells. Gel shows complexes purified from nuclei by anti-FLAG affinity chromatography and stained with SYPRO ruby. Traces show significant contacts identified on Chromosome 3R using fourSig that also overlap Ph binding sites. c. Graph shows the average fraction of 4C contacts that overlap at least one Ph binding site. p-values are for paired, 2-tailed student's t-test of Ph-WT and S2 cell data. d. Comparison of the number of fragments in significant contacts calculated over Chromosome 3R. Each data set was normalized to its corresponding S2 cell control. Bars show the average of these ratios and error bars are the standard deviation. p-values are for the difference from the expected ratio of 1 by 1-sample, 2-tailed t-test. e. Fraction of contacts that overlap different types of chromatin domains, segregated by whether they also overlap at least one Ph peak. Note that many contacts overlap more than one domain. p-values are for paired, 2-tailed student's t-test of all contacts versus those that do not overlap any Ph-BS. k join -Probability per time step that two adjacent clusters form a bond.
k break -Probability per time step that two bound clusters break their bond.
E bond -bond energy between adjacent clusters that determines the probability that clusters dissociate during a proposed chain move.
N exog. -Number of exogenous Ph molecules (Ph-ML or Ph-WT) in the simulation.
A node -Binding affinity of nodes -a random number between [0,1] which modulates the probability of binding at a particular site. B(x) indicates Bernoulli random variable, = 1 with probability x, 0 with probability 1-x. N(x,y) indicates a random number drawn from a Normal distribution of mean x and standard deviation y, and restricted to the interval [0,1].
N max -Maximum number of molecules which can bind a individual node on the polymer
